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Abstract

Several photoproduction processes are briefly discussed

for experiments yet to be performed by electron synchrotrons

at energies of order 1 GeV, in which "lepton-quark physics"

can be studied. They include 1) lepton-pair production,

2) pion-pair production, 3) (forward) triple-pion production,

and 4) (forward) photon-pair production, all by photons.

Especially, inelastic virtual Compton scattering of photons

from nucleons for lepton-pair production, y + p(n) •+ y* + anything

and y* •* I + l~, is proposed and discussed in some detail to

study not only the quark structure of the nucloon but that of

the photon.

* Talk presented at the ES Symposium held at Institute for

Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo on February 26-27, 1979,

to be published in the Proceedings, Genshikaku-Kenkyu

(Institute for Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo), Vol.

(1979).
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The present status of high energy physics may be summarized

as "lepton-quark physios". Recent extensive studies, both

experimental and theoretical, have remarkably increased our

knowledge of leptons and quarks. They have found both the

fifth lepton T and the fifth quark b. More leptons and more

quarks are expected to be found. In some models, a dozen

leptons and a dozen flavors and three colors of quarks are

predicted. So many leptons and quarks 1 Undoubtedly, the time

has come to convince ourselves of the existence of more

fundamental particles, preons or subquarks, which are

building blocks of leptons and quarks.

The recent studies have also led us to the principle of

"lepton-quark democracy" that every one of leptons or quarks

has an equal right to be respected. Individual leptons or

quarks are different only at their charges and masses. No

lepton or quark is more dignified or sofisticated than others

because of its heaviness. Especially, as far as studying the

strong interaction of quarks is concerned, it is still extremely

important to investigate the interaction of our good and old

up quark (u) or down quark (d) in great detail.

What I will intend to do is to discuss several particular

photoproduction processes for experiments yet to be studied by

electron synchrotrons at energies of order 1 GeV, in which

dynamics and property of the up and down quarks inside the

nucleon and the photon can be studied. They include 1) lepton-

pair production, 2) pion-pair production, 3) (forward) triple-

pion production, and 4) (forward) photon-pair production, all

by photons. Especially, inelastic virtual Compton scattering
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of photons from nucleons for lepton-pair production, y + p(n)

•» y* + anything and y* •+ S. + £~, is proposed and discussed

in some detail to study not only the quark structure of the

nucleon but that of the photon. I shall consider these processes

one by one in the following.

1. Lepton-Pair Production by Photons

The process to discuss is the photoproduction of a lepton-

antilepton (e+e~ or y+y~) pair from a nucleon (proton or neutron),

Y + p(n) + e +e~ (w +u ) + anything. (1)

The interests to be concerned in this process are the following:

1) Discover new particles (bosons) such as vectors and scalars

(even including Higgs scalars) which can decay into a lepton-

antilepton pair by measuring the invariant mass (ML+£-) spectrum

of the lepton-antilepton pair (Fig. 1),

2) measure the sum of the guartic charges of quarks (£Q ) inside

a nucleon and the structure function of the photon IfY(x1)] in

virtual Compton scattering of photons from a nucleon (Fig. 2 ) ,

•r
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and 3) check quantum electrodynamics (QED) by measuring the cross

section for the Bethe-Heitler process (Pig. 3).

The interests 1) and 3) have obvious reasons. The virtual

Compton scattering 2) will be discussed at the end of this

talk. As by-products of experiments of this type, not only

e-y universality can be checked within accuracy of a few

percent but also possible bound states or exicited states in

ordinary and exotic channels such as (e~e~), (e"e+), (e+e+),

<uV>. (nV), (uV>, (eV), (eV>. (eV), and (eV)
should be searched for.

2. Pion-Pair Production by Photons

The process to discuss is the photoproduction of a pion

pair from a nucleon,

Y + p(n) •*• Tt++ir~ (n +ir ) + anything, etc. (2)

The interests to be concerned are the following: 1) Discover

new particles (bosons) with positive G-parity such as vectors

and scalars (including e and even Higgs scalars) by measuring

the invariant mass (M^+^-J spectrum of the pion pair (Pig. 4),



and 2) measure the propagator and vertex of the pion in forward

pion-pair production by the PrimaJcoff effect (Fig. 5). '

By combining the results of 1) and of 1) in the previous section,

the ration R = rv+i+Jl"^rv->Tr+ii" * w n e r e r' s a r e t n e partial decay

rates of a vector meson) can be determined with better accurary.

Also, as a by-product, possible bound states or resonances in

ordinary and exotic channels such as (i i ) , (ir TT~) , (ir~¥~) ,

(e~it+) , (e~ir~) , (e +u~), (e it+) , (u~ir+) , (p~ir~) , (y TT~) , and

(p+n+) should be searched for.

3. (Forward) Triple-Pion Production by Photons

The process to discuss is the photoporduction of three

pions from a nucleon,

Y + p(n) •+ Ti++it~+n° + anything. (3)

The interests to be concerned are the following: 1) Discover

new particles (bosons) with negative G-parity either by measuring

the invariant mass (M^+^-^o) spectrum of the three pions, which

seems to be very difficult, or by measuring the missing mass

spectrum, which seems to be easier (Fig. 6 ) ,



2) find the certain effect of the Schwinger-Bell-Jackiw-Adler

anomaly to confirm the Terent'ev-Wong-Adler-Lee-Treiman-Zee

4)
-Bacry-Muyts-Hari Dass theorem ' in the forward triple-pion

photoproduction by the Primakoff effect (Fig. 7),

V r
and 3) measure the partial decay width of n •+ 2y (and n' •»• 2y

if possible) with better accurary in the forward n (and n1)

photoproduction by the same effect (Fig. 8).

4. (Forward) Photon-Pair Production by Photons

The process to discuss is the photoproduction of two photons

from a nucleon.

p(n) anything. (4)

The interests to be concerned are the following: 1) Discover

new particles with positive charge conjugation by measuring

the invariant mass (M ) spectrum of the photon pair (Fig. 9 ) ,
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and 2) measure the partial width of n + 2y (and n' -»• 2y

if possible) in the forward n (and n') photoproduction by the

Primakoff effect (Fig. 10).

Needless to say, triple-photon production by photons is equally

interesting though measurement of the invariant mass spectrum

is even harder.

Let us now discuss "quark physics" in inelastic virtual

Corapton scattering of photons from nucleons.

For the rest of this talk, see H. Terazawa, "Quark Physics

in Inelastic Virtual Coinpton Scattering" INS-Rep.-330 (INS,

Univ. of Tokyo) Feb., 1979, printed in j. phys. Soc. Japan

Vol. 4_7, No. £, p. 355 (1979).
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